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Message #86             Proverbs 21:20-23 
 
THE WISDOM OF GOD IS DETERMINED BY APPLICATION OF A TTITUDES AND 
ACTIONS IN VARIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES AND SITUATIONS OF LIFE. 
 
APPLICATION #1 – Wisdom is determined by what a person does with treasure.  21:20 
 
In the book of Proverbs, there are several things that will bring a person to poverty.  Several 
attitudes regarding money will bring a person to a very poor status; 1) A person who loves 
wealth will end up in poverty (21:17); 2) A person who hoards wealth will end up in poverty 
(11:24).  However, this proverb adds a third reason why one will end up in poverty; because one 
consumes wealth.  The basic idea behind this proverb is that wise people try to save, whereas 
foolish people just want to spend.  The mark of wisdom with money is to give generously, spend 
intelligently, and save anticipatingly. 
 
APPLICATION #2 – Wisdom is determined by what a person eagerly pursues.  21:21 
 
Here is a great formula for gaining an abundance of blessings.  The word “pursue” means to 
eagerly pursue and earnestly pursue.  Two attributes to pursue are righteousness and loyalty.  
One who pursues these qualities will find life (Hebrew plural meaning life in its fullness); 
righteousness (that which makes one right in God’s sight); and honor (very honorable in God’s 
sight). 
 
APPLICATION #3 – Wisdom is determined by what a person conquers.  21:22 
 
One who is wise is destined for war!  In fact, this proverb makes it clear that one who is wise is 
destined to find himself in a confrontation against something that seems impregnable.  The 
words “city of the mighty” describes a city with strong, fortified walls.  When a wise person is 
confronted with this kind of obstacle, notice he does not run; rather he scales the city and 
conquers it. 
 
APPLICATION #4 – Wisdom is determined by what a person says.  21:23 
 
Charles Bridges writes: “How frequently does the wise man remind us of the responsibility conn-
ected with the use ‘of the little member!’  Yet as the test of a sound or unsound religious, can we 
have it too often before our eyes?  How large a portion of this world’s ceaseless troubles may be 
traced to this prolific source.” 
 
Many adversities, distresses and afflictions may be avoided if one can learn to keep his speech 
under total control.  What is being stressed by the word “guard” is a careful guarding of one’s 
own speech protects one’s own soul.  The word “mouth” comes from a Hebrew root that means 
breath and the word “tongue” comes from one that means tongue movement.  The breath that is 
uttered in each movement of the tongue is to be carefully monitored by the wise person. 
 

 


